
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FASNACHTin 
derSCHWEIZ 

Fasnacht in der Schweiz / Carnival in Switzerland 

WHERE TO ENJOY CARNIVAL IN SWITZERLAND THIS YEAR 
Bern 

-
While most carnivals conclude on Ash Wednesday, this one doesn't even get going until the next 

day_ One of the country's largest events, the Swiss capital's carnival celebrates the bear, the symbol 

of the city_ 

The yearly story starts back in November when the (symbolic) carnival bears are captured in the 

prison tower at Barenplatz (Bear Square) for 111 days of slumber_ On Ash Wednesday revellers 

gather again at Barenplatz to 'free' the bears from their winter hibernation (although given current 

weather conditions they may be a little late this year)_ 

A procession of jesters, musicians and traditional drummers - called Ychublete - then proceeds 

through the city, sparking three days of revelry {March 7th to March 9th)_ 

While most carnivals conclude on Ash Wednesday, this one only begins then_ One of the country's 

largest events, the Swiss capital's carnival celebrates the bear, the symbol of the city_ The story 

starts back in November when the (symbolic) carnival bears are captured in the prison tower at 

Barenplatz (Bear Square) for 111 days of slumber_ On Ash Wednesday revellers gather again at 

Barenplatz to 'free' the bears from their winter hibernation_ A procession of jesters, musicians and 

traditional drummers - called YchUblete - then proceeds through the city, sparking three days of 

revelry_ 

Carnival in Bern ... s 

Beginning on the 
eve of Thursday, 
February 11 when 
the bear 
imprisoned in the 
Prison Tower is 
woken from his 
winter sleep by the 
"Ychublete" 
(drumming) and 
released, masked 
revelers will brave Courtesy Bern Tourism_ bern.com 

the winter temperatures and swarm through the Bern streets and restaurants 
of the Old Town. "Guggenmusik-Cliques" (bands of carnival musicians) make 
the 6 km route along Bern's arcaded promenade vibrate with their wild 
rhythms and noisy music_ Carnival in Bern is the third largest in Switzerland 
with festivities held through February 13. 


